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                                    Handcrafted models of particular originality that arouses curiosity for design functionality and materials.
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                                    Innovative 1 step uncorking system. This mechanism allows to uncork a bottle in one movement, but the effort is reduced and automatically divided into two parts from the movement of the spiral guided by the two pins: this important feature allows the cork to be removed perfectly vertical. Innovative models, which continue the evolution of the company with increasingly performing and exciting innovations.
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                                DOUBLE LEVER
                              



                            
                            
                              
                                
                                  
                                    2 steps uncorking. The special two-step lever, linked to the handle by a particular connection which also serves as a caplifter, makes the first step support perfectly stable and safe thus preventing it from wearing out and losing its capacity to keep still during uncorking. Current models, preferred by professionals and amateurs, made with valuable and highly technological materials.
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                                      Classic 1 step uncorking. Models with sober and elegant lines that have marked the history of the company and that never go out of fashion,
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                                    The Emotions Collection section, born in collaboration with Officina Creativa 128, features limited edition of some of our product ranges, that become cult for collectors and for those who love to own prestigious objects.
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